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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction
aniott chool ark ting (
) \ orked \ ith Robert Booth,
sistant Head of
dvancement, in conducting mark t re arch on behalf of Wa atch cademy. The
purpose of this research was to provid th school \\ ith infomlation \\ hich \\ould help
th m better und r tand om fundanl ntal a p cts of th ir school, and in tum h Ip them
to b tter define the focus of the school.
gather d some data related to the g neral
boarding school market but the focus was on specific issues concerning a atch
cadem .
Objecth'e
The main goals of the project \ ere to detemline areas in which Wasatch cadem, should
focus and also to recommend \ ays in " hich the school could bett r r ach its target
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the school, a \\ ell a the s lection process of par nts \\ ho are s king a boarJing school.
l\fethodolo'5l'
M conducted research through surveys, focus groups and in-d pth intervi ws. Data
" as gathered from se eral groups including school consultants, students, parents of
current students, parents who are currently looking for a boarding school, and parents of
students who applied to Wasatch and \ ere accepted, but chose not to attend the school.
ignifican( Findings
The research findings helped MSM to draw conclusions in the following areas:

•

•

•

•

Target Market: Most students at Wasatch Academy felt that academics were of
great importance to them and that certain "problem" students detracted from an
idealleaming en ironment. In order to better reach its target market, Wasatch
should improve relationships with educational consultants target public schools,
and increase its presence on the internet.
Performing Arts: The majority of parents and students did not view an enhanced
performing arts program as a significant improvement to the school. When asked
how likely they" ould be to participate in these programs students showed only
moderate interest.
Areas of Focus: Wasatch should concentrate on serving the college prep and
learning strategies areas. Academics were of greatest importance to parents and
students alike. The nurturing and caring environment of Wasatch was another
important feature, as well as the wide ariety of outdoor recreational and
extracurricular activities available.
Strengths and Weaknesses: In addition to academics, the nurturing environment
and the recreational acti ities, parents and students mentioned the small school
size and individualized attention as a strength of the school. Weaknesses included
poor communication with parents, poor quality of food, high teacher turnover and
lack of expertise, and a blurred focus on academics.

•

Parent Selection Process: The basic boarding school selection process outlined by
parents included searching the internet contacting educational consultants,
contacting the school and finally visiting the school.

Reco11l 111 endatiOilS

Based on these conclusions
\ asatch Academy:
•

•

Target Market: Wasatch should focus on college prep and learning strategies
students. Trying to focus on other segments such as performing arts, will detract
from the academic focus.
How to Reach Target Market: The most valuable method of contacting the target
market is through educational consultants. Wasatch should focus on building
strong relationships with as many consultants as possible. The school should also
try to establish a more dominant presence on the web. Finally, otential students
\

•

•

M was able to make the following recommendations to
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I
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Areas of Focus: Continue to focus on academic (specifically college prep and
learning strategies) and the wide variety of outdoor and recreational acti\'ities that
ar offer d. Do not sp nd large SWllS of mone on nhan ing th p rfomling arts
programs.
Suggested Improvements: There is a significant need for improved
communication \i ith parents. Wasatch should put a great deal of effort into
keeping in close contact the parents. The cafeteria should contain more fresh
foods with greater nutritional value. Wasatch should continue to impro e older
facilities and dorms. There should be a greater emphasis placed on retaining
quality teachers in order to a oid high tumo er rates. Finally, once Wasatch is
able to broaden its applicant pool, it will be able to be more selective when
screening the students that are admitted into the school thereby reducing the
amount of "problem" students.

5·1
STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

tatement of Objecti e
[Th f

110\\ ing

i an ex erpt from the Engagement Letter, ee appendix --]

\ e plan to a compli h the following:
• Re ommend are
a at h eadem hould fo u on
• Recommend \\ a to better rea h target market
• Feedba k regarding a po ible e pan ion of a performing art program
•
nd r tand the trength and \i eakne e of asatch eadem and propo e
po ible impro ement for the chool
•
nder tand the ele tion proce of parent for boarding chool
The e
•
•
•

are the area in \ hich \ e plan to gather re earch:
Student -through fo u group and urve
Par nt of current tudent - through que tionnaire urve
Parent of tudent \ ho applied, \i ere accepted, but rejected - through
qu tionnaire urve
• Parent who are currentl looking for a chool for their children -through
que tionnaire urve
• S hool on ultant - through in-depth intervie\

5·2
EXPLORATORY RESEARCH

E ploratory Re earch
Expl r tory re ar h i mall- ale re ear h that help define the pre I e nature of the
problem and help re ear her gam a better under tandmg of th emlronment the] are
working m.
poke to Robert Booth,
i tant Head for d\ancement and later met
\\ ith fa ult of ~ a at h
adem. Through thi e ploratory re ear h, amott tudent
arketing
S ) gained a better under tanding of the boarding hool market, and of
what a at h wanted to gain from thi tud.
eeting',: ith Robert Booth \\ a the fir t tep taken in the e pIoratory pro e . In thi
meeting
S member were able to a k e era! que tion about a atch current
ituation and need.
SM a able to de i e a research plan to meet the client' need
and requirement .
al 0 met',: ith fa ult member of a atch cadem at their campu . In thi
meeting, ideas about the re ear h plan were hared b both partie . Basi ideas of \\ hat
to re ear h and method of re ear hing were agreed upon at thi meeting. Al 0 at thi
meeting,
member were gi en a tour of the campu and met orne of the tudent
and other member of the fa ult . Thi ',: a a great opportunity for the member of MSM
to gain a better understanding of the choo!.

- --

5 ..3
METHODOLOGY
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Primary Research
SM onducted three eparate tudies to obtain data for thi re earch project. The
tudie included que tionnaire , focus group, and in-depth interview.
Que tionllQires
Student of Wa atch Academy, their parents, and parents interested in boarding chool
were our target for thi urvey. MSM de eloped three twenty-question sur ey and
prete ted them on mall group . The e prete t were done to check the ur ey for
po sible error and to come up with a standard de iation 0 ample ize could be
calculated. With a standard de iation of 1.5 a de ired Ie el of significance of 1.645, and
an acceptable amount of ampling error of .32, it was calculated that a sample ize of
fifty-nine student was needed for student questionnaires to be stati tically significant.
With a tandard deviation of 1.0 a desired level of ignificance of 1.645 and an
acceptable amount of sampling error of .28, it wa calculated that a ample ize of thrityfi e parent wa needed for parent questionnaires to be statistically significant.

Que tionnaires for the students were handed out by Wasatch Academy staff on February
28 2003. A total of fifty-nine completed student surveys were collected. Questionnaires
for parent of tudents at Wasatch Academy, and parents interested in boarding chools
were ent out b mail on March 1 2003. A total of thirty-fi e completed surveys were
ent back. To increa e thi amount MSM sent out online urveys to the same people
through email.
The data from the questionnaires was then organized and entered into the statistical
proces ing computer program, SPSS. Ba ed on the reports generated in SPSS and the
data gathered from the questionnaires, MSM was able to conduct an analy i arrive at
conclu ions, and make recommendations regarding Wasatch Academy. Copie of the
tudent questionnaire can be found in A-6 of the appendix, and copie of the parent
urvey can be found in A-5 of the appendix.
Focus Groups
In order to obtain pecific information from students at Wasatch Academy, three mall
focu group were held. The fir t group con isted of freshman, the second of ophomore ,
and the third of junior and senior. From the e focu group MSM acquired valuable
insights and information about the perceptions of students. A detailed description of the
process that wa used and MSM's findings are found in A-3 of the appendix.
In-Depth Inter\- iews
Through in-depth interviews of the four boarding chool consultant ,MSM gathered
expert opinions about what potential boarding school applicants look for in schools,
strength and weakne ses of Wa atch Academy, ways to better reach potential student,
and recommendations for Wasatch Academy. A detailed description of the process that
was u ed and MSM's findings are found in A-4 of the appendix.

5 ..4
FINDINGS

PARENT SURVEY FINDINGS

Parent Survey Findings
1. How did you first hear about Wasatch Academy?
This question was included in the survey to understand how parents learned about Wasatch,
which will allow Wasatch to concentrate its funds on the most effective means of marketing
and advertising. The data show that educational consultants (42.9%) and the Internet (20%)
are the most common mediums of communication through which parents discovered
Wasatch.
How did you first hear about Wasatch?
15

10

5
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Consult.
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Refer.

Other

The most common answer to the selection "other" was the Peterson's Guide. Other ways
parents fIrst heard about Wasatch Academy were through magazine articles and public
school counselors.
How did you first hear about Wasatch?

20.0%

Brochure

2.9%
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2. What was your first step in researching boarding schools when you started to consider
sending your child to one?
18
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This question was asked to find better ways to reach potential parents. In finding out what
parents' first steps were in researching boarding schools, Wasatch Academy could focus its
resources to the most used outlets. The most common first step in researching boarding
schools was exploring the Internet. The next most common steps were through consultants,
referrals, Peterson's Guide, and direct contact from Wasatch.

3. In order, what are all the steps you took in researching and selecting a boarding school?
This question was asked to give Wasatch Academy an idea about the first three steps parents
take in researching and selecting boarding schools. The following graphs show the most
common first three steps taken by parents
Rrst Step
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4. List the three most important ways Wasatch Academy could better reach parents who are
interested in sending their child to boarding school.
----- --Visit schools
• Internet
o Ad\ertise
o Other
• Consultants
Alumni
• Socials/mixers
13%

o Publications

This question was asked to gather ideas from parents about how they think Wasatch could
reach other potential parents. The mo t popular an wer (25% of all respondents) wa for

Wasatch Academy representatives to visit other schools such as middle schools, and to
educate them about Wasatch and leave information. This would also include providing
information to school counselors and teachers.
The second most popular answer (19% of all respondents) was to use the Internet. This
would include updating the school's website, taking a larger part in websites that have to do
with boarding schools (such as the Western Boarding School Association), and possibly
being in more online search engines.
The third most popular answer (13%) was for Wasatch to participate in more media
advertising. Suggestions included advertising in local, national, or even international papers,
magazines, and so on.
Contacting consultants was another popular answer (8%). Parents suggested to continually
inform consultants all across the country about the school ensuring that they know what
Wasatch has to offer and what its target market is.
Another popular answer is to involve alumni of the school (8%). Alumni can be a great
resource for interested parents to contact; they also provide great word-of-mouth advertising
and make great referrals.
Another popular answer (8%) was to put on local socials or mixers in areas Wasatch has
interests in. These provide a great way to locally adverti e and educate people about the
school by giving information presentations.
Being in publications relating to boarding schools was another popular answer (6%).
Other responses 13%) included such as sending students home with information about the
school to give to friends and family, sending direct mail out to targeted families, and
developing a visiting student program.

5. List the three most important things you look for in a boarding school you would send
your child to.
5.
5.

5%~

Academics

5%~

• Nuturing emAronment
o Size

o Good faculty
• Sports/actilAtes
Good atmosphere
• Location
o Discipline
• College Placement

10.9%

10.9%

• History/Reputation
o Structured Program
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This question was asked to give Wasatch Academy an idea of what parents look for in
boarding schools. As the graphs illustrate, high-quality academics and a nurturing
environment were by far the most important aspects of a boarding school for parents.

6. How important was the rural location of Wasatch Academy in selecting the school?
This question was rated on a seven-point scale. One was labeled as not important, four was
labeled as somewhat important and seven was labeled as very important. Each parent circled
the appropriate number. The results show that 83% (29/35) of the parents thought that the
rural location was between somewhat important and very important.
How important was the rural location of Wasatch
in selecting the school?
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7. Did you visit Wasatch Academy before making your final decision?

I

Parents simply circled yes if they visited the school and no if they did not. As shown almost
all parents did visit the school before making their final decision.
Did you visit Wasatch before making your final decision?

40
30

20
10

O~~~
Yes

No

8. How did your interest in the school change after visiting Wasatch?
This was answered on a scale of one to seven. One represented "much less interested", four
represented' no change" and seven represented "much more interested". The graph
illustrates that most parents were moderately to much more interested after visiting the
school.
Interest after visiting Wasatch
Much more interested
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9. How has your relationship changed with your child due to hislher enrollment at Wa atch
Academy?
This question was also measured on a one to seven point scale. One was "not important, four
represented 'somewhat important" and seven represented 'very important." The data show
that most of the child-parent relationships from the parent's perspective have improved since
the child was enrolled at Wasatch Academy.

How has child/parent relationship changed since
enrollment at Wasatch
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arne the three most important things you like about Wasatch Academy.
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This question was asked to gi e Wasatch an idea of what current parents of tudents like
most about the school. This will help Wasatch decide what areas to focus on. By far, the
most popular response was that parents really liked Wasatch' faculty and staff. Many
parents commented that they felt the staff and faculty are very caring and take an effort to
gi e their children indi idual attention.
Academics was the next most popular response. Many parents commented that they liked
how the academic program was challenging while others liked how flexible it was. Others
commented on how they enjoy the individual help their children receive in their classes. This
was helped by the small class size, which was the next most popular response. Many parent
commented on how the small class size has really helped their children learn better.

Wa atch's unique atmo phere was the ne t mo t popular re pon e folIo ed by the web ite.
Many parent commented that they enjoy the interacti e grade book that i a ailable on
Wa atch' web ite. They like how they are able to periodically check up on how their child
i doing academically. Although many liked the website, others (a you will ee later in the
tudy) think the web ite need improvement.
Finall ,many commented on the fact that they enjoy the many opportunitie Wa atch offers
in athletics and recreational activities.
Other re pon e [In order of number of re pon e ] were the location curriculum, technology
( pecifically the u e of laptop computer facilities, dorm life balance of rule
. freedom
of students learning trategies tructure formal dinners and Wasatch s low key approach.

11.

arne three thing you do

OT like about Wasatch Academy.
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The most frequent response was the poor communication to parents. Many parents
commented that Wasatch was slow to call back parents if they actually called back at all.
Some said that they have left mes age , or ha e emailed someone and never heard back
from them. Some commented that there wasn t enough teacher-to-parent communication.
They would enjoy it if teachers communicated more frequently with the parents on how their
child is doing in classes. Some commented that they felt there was a lack of communication
to parents about upcoming events and activities and that many times they heard about things
la t minute. Finally Parents want to hear reports on the good thing their children do, not
just when they are in trouble.
The next dislike was Wasatch's location. They mostly disliked the distance of the school
from their homes and airports.

ext wa co t. Some felt the tuition was too expensive, while others felt there were too
many additional costs not included in tuition. The high co t of traveling to the neare t airport
was al 0 mentioned.
Facilities was the next most popular dislike. Many felt orne of the facilities were too old
and rundown. The most common building mentioned was the senior dorm.
The next most popular di like is the interactive web ite. Many parents commented on how
much they valued the website, but felt it till could be improved by updating it more often
and including more on the website.
Some of the parents mentioned how they di like the inconsi tent rule Wasatch follow.
They indicated that they change depending on the student. Several also indicated they did not
like the food selection. They felt there should be more fresh food, fruits and vegetables.
Other dislikes of Wa atch that parents mentioned in the order of number of re pon e were
smoking/aIcoho drug use on campus difficulty in reaching child by phone, lack of fulfilling
all dutie ad erti ed by the school, lack of con i tent exercise program (no P.E.), theft high
teacher and student turn-over rate, no pool facility lack of tudy areas with acces to tutors
lack of performing arts program, and loss of focus.

12. In what ways could Wasatch improve?
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The most popular improvement parents suggested had to do with Wasatch's communication
with parents. Many parents complained that they don't know enough of what is going on
with their child. Some ideas on ways to improve communication was to have teachers report
more to parents on how their child is doing in cla s po ibly by using the interacti e web
site. One parent al 0 requested that dorm parents report how their child is doing using the
interactive website. AI 0, parents wi h to be more invol ed or have more participation.

The ne t mo t popular ugge tion on impro ement wa to ha e Wa atch be more con i tent
\ ith rule . This include ha ing pecific, consi tent puni hment for violation of moking,
drug u e, dre code cleaning check etc. Some parent felt that orne tudent get off the
hook while other are everely puni hed.
Another ugge tion was to improve the web ite, mo tly the interactive part. Many thought
the infonnation on the interactive web ite was limited and usually outdated.
There were a few other popular suggestions on ways Wasatch could improve. A few parents
uggested improving the facilities on campus while others suggested improving the food and
the perfonning arts program.
Some other suggestions for improvement were: defining and focusing its mi sion creerung
students better before admitting, creating a P.E. program, having more girl at the chool,
having more parent weekends, teaching a course on manner , getting permission before
taking student out of state, providing a study hall with tutors promoting personal and
competent teachers, offering a pool facility, banning instant messaging and electronic
games, offering community an/or charitable service opportunities assisting in researching,
applying for and procurement of summer jobs and internships, adding more G&H block slots
for some things (like weights), adding more ways for students to communicate with parents
in private, having mandatory unifonns, and improving the ski program.

13. How important was the relative cost of Wasatch Academy in selecting a boarding
school?
The seven-point scale was used again for this question. umber one represented that cost
was not important, four represented the "somewhat important" opinion, and seven
represented that the cost was very important. ot surprisingly, 80% of the parents circled a 4
(somewhat important) or higher.
THE IMPORTANCE OF COST IN SELECTING A
BOARDING SCHOOL
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14. What factors would eliminate a school from being selected by you?
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This question wa asked to give Wa atch an idea of what parents do not like in boarding
schools. The most common an wer for eliminating a school was if it was too expensi e.
Second was having an unhappy, uncaring atmosphere without indi idual attention was the
next rno t popular answer. Also among the rno t frequent and important an wers was ha ing
poor quality faculty and being in a bad location.

15. What is the main academic reason you sent your child to Wasatch?
This question categorized the kind of student parents ent to Wa atch into 4 categories: 1College prep 2-Learning strategies, 3-English as a second language, and 4-0ther. However,
no international parents were surveyed and a a re ult no one chose English as a second
language.

Reason for attending Wasatch
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Academic Categories of Students

Colege A'ep

• Leamng Strategies

o Other

The most common answer given for "other" was to put the child in a new environment. A
new environment included a safer environment a more academically challenging
environment, and an en ironment where the child would be more independent. Other
answers included to build child s self-esteem.

16. Excluding academics, what i the mo t influential factor that caused you to choose
Wasatch 0 er other boarding school?

Faculty
• Location
o Acti-.1ties

o Snowboarding/Skiing
• Leaming Support
Sports
• Structure
o Di\€rsity
• Other

This question was asked to give Wasatch an idea of what parents liked in Wasatch, excluding
academics that influenced them to choo e Wasatch 0 er other boarding schools. This way
Wasatch can get an idea of what orne of its be t qualities are and what it might want to
impro e on. The faculty of Wasatch was by far the most popular an wer. Manyexpre ed
that they were greeted warmly during their first isit, and had a feeling that the taffhonestly
cared about the children. A couple parents commented specifically on how nice Kim
Ste ens, the admissions ecretary, wa .

Twenty-eight percent of parents viewed activities, snowboarding/skiing, and sports as the
most influential factor (excluding academics) in choosing Wasatch. This ranks recreational
activitie ports as the number one influential factor along with faculty and staff.
Answers in the other category included the small size, facilities, technology, and reputation.

17. If Wasatch Academy were to enhance its performing arts program, how important would
that be in influencing you to send your child to Wasatch?
This question was asked to assess the value of possibly of enhancing the performing arts to
the parents of the students at Wasatch. It was measured on a one to seven scale again. One
represented "not important, four was "somewhat important" and seven was ''very important."
The data illustrate that enhancing the performing arts program is one where the majority of
parents rank it only as somewhat important. However, there were several responses at each
extreme.
Importance of performing arts
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18. If you were advising good friends, how likely would you be to refer them to Wasatch
Academy?
This question was answered by electing a number from a seven-point scale. In this case one
stood for "definitely not," three stood for "probably not," five stood for' probably," and
seven stood for "definitely." The vast majority gave positive indications of Wasatch by
circling the numbers five through seven. Based on the buyer intention scale, the data shows
that 71 % (25/35) of parents most likely will recommend Wasatch to a friend.

Likelihood of recommending Wasatch to a friend
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Cross Tabulations (SPSS)
The following are statistically significant cross tabulations of questions in the parent survey
[see appendix A-5]:

. Questions 1 & 15. ''How did you hear about Wasatch Academy?" and "What is the
academic reason you sent your child to Wasatch?" The cross tabulation shows the following:
Parents of students in the "College Prep" category found out about asatch mainly
through Consultants and the Internet. AI 0, note that in this category, none of the
parents were referred by other parent or people.
Parents of students in the "Learning Strategies" and "Other" categories learned about
Wasatch through referral as well as con ultants but not very much through the
Internet.
B. Questions 9 & 18. "How has your relation hip changed with your child since hislher
enrollment' and "How likely would you be to refer a good friend to Wasatch Academy?'
This cross-tabulation shows a pattern-the more the relationship has improved, the
more likely the parent will be to refer Wasatch to a friend. Therefore Wasatch has a
vested interest of improving the paren child relationship.
C. Questions 8 & 18. How did your intere t change after visiting Wasatch Academy? and
'How likely would you be to refer a good friend to Wa atch Academy?"
This cross-tabulation shows that the more interested they were after visiting, th more
likely they will refer a friend.
D. Question 7 and 9. ''Did you isit Wasatch? 'and "How has your relationship changed
with your child since hislher enrollment? '
The data show that parents who visited Wasatch show more impro ement in their
relationships with their children. Therefore Wasatch should encourage chool isits
from parents interested in Wasatch.

E. Question 9 & 15. "How has your relationship changed with your child since
hi /her enrollment? ' and "What is the main academic reason you ent your child to
Wa atch?"
Thi cross-tabulation shows that those students enrolled at Wasatch for the
primary reason of preparing for college indicated a stronger improvement in their
relationships with their parents than those students going to Wasatch for other
reasons.

Correlations
The following are statistically significant correlations of questions in the parent
urvey
Correlation between importance of cost and change in
relationship with child
R=
-0.352

The relationship between importance of cost to parents and the change in the
parent/child relationship ha e a negati e relationship. This correlation means that
the more important cost becomes to the parent, the less their relationship with their
child will impro e. The correlation can also be iewed in this way-the more the
child relationship improves, cost becomes increasingly less important to the parent
Correlation between importance of cost and likelihood
of referral
R=
-0.212

The relationship between cost and likelihood of referral is negative also. This
correlation shows that the more important cost is to the parent, the less likely they
will be to refer another parent to Wasatch. It also shows that the less important cost
is to the parent, the more likely they will be to refer another parent.
Correlation between importance of rural location and
interest after visit
R=
0.10

The relationship between importance of rural location and interest after visit is slight
and positive. The correlation illustrates that the more important rural locations are to
parents, the more likely they will be to become much more interested after isiting
the school.

STUDENT SURVEY FINDINGS

Student Survey Findings
1. What year are you in school?
The first question provides Wasatch Academy with the general demographics of the
students who participated in the survey. The sample contains a fairly even distribution
over the four class levels.

Year in School

2. How long have you been a student at Wasatch Academy?
This question also gives some general demographic information about the sample of
students surveyed. The majority of the students surveyed (59.3%) are first-year students.
32.5% are second-year students and 8.5% are third-and fourth-year students.
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3. How much input did you have in deciding which school you would attend?
This question was asked to help Wasatch Academy understand how much input the
students had when deciding which boarding school they would attend. The data show
that 78% of students had equal or greater influence than their parents in deciding which
school they would attend. Wasatch Academy should focus more advertising resources
aimed at potential students and not just parents.
Amount of Input in decision
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4. If you had been allowed to choose a school on your own, Wasatch Academy would
have been your:
This question is similar to question nine in that it gives Wasatch an idea of how students
felt about the school before attending. If students were allowed to choose a boarding
school entirely on their own, 27.1 % of said that Wasatch would have been their first
choice. Another 51.7% said they were indifferent or that it was among their top choices.

Was WA your first choice?
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5. Did you visit Wasatch Academy before making your final decision?
Students marked whether they came to visit the Wasatch campus before making their
final decision. As shown, 73% visited the campus.
Did you visit WA before attending?

6. After your first visit to Wasatch Academy were you:
Students were asked to indicate how their opinion of Wasatch Academy was changed
after visiting the campus. This will help Wasatch better understand the first impression it
makes on students interested in attending.
The data show that of the students who visited the campus, 64.7% felt that the visit had a
positive effect on their opinion. Another 23.5% said that their opinion did not change
after visiting.
Level of Interest After Visit
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7. Did the rural location of Wasatch Academy make the school:
This question was designed to help Wasatch understand students' initial feelings about
attending a school in an extremely rural location. As shown, 53.4% of students felt that
the location detracted from the school's appeal, 29.3% were not affected by the location,
and only 17.2% felt that the rural location made the school more appealing.

Appeal of Rural Location
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8. List some good ways Wasatch Academy could reach potential students.
This was an open-ended question designed to help Wasatch Academy see how students
feel the school could better reach potential applicants. In reaching the target market, it is
important to understand the best ways of contacting both students and parents.
The number-one answer given by students concerned the quality of students who are
admitted to the school. They felt that Wasatch should be more selective about the
students who attend so that the focus would be on college preparation rather than
reformatory problems. By increasing the overall quality of students at Wa atch, the
school would be more attractive to potential students.
The second most popular answer was that Wasatch Academy should do more advertising
and recruiting.
Other answers included improving the food and facilities, having current students call
potential students who have similar interests, and focusing on providing a more loving
environment at the school.

Ways to Reach Potential Students
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9. Overall how did you feel about Wasatch Academy before beginning school here?
Students were asked to give their opinion of Wasatch Academy before they actually came
to the school. In the next question, they were asked to give their current opinion of the
school. The findings show that prior to attending the school 41.4% of students had a
neutral opinion of Wasatch Academy, and 53.4% had a somewhat to very positive
opinion. Only 5.1 % had a omewhat to very negati e opinion of the chool.
Opinion of WA Before Attending
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10. Overall what is your current opinion of Wasatch Academy?
Compared with opinions prior to attendance, findings show that overall, students have a
more positive opinion of the school after attending. Only 20.3% remain neutral, while
somewhat to very positive opinions jump to 59.3% and somewhat to very negative
opinions drop to 20.7%.
Current Opionion of WA
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11. During your time at Wasatch ha e you been in 01 ed in any of the following
performing arts programs?
Students were asked to circle program from a list including choir, music, drama, dance,
and debate, and indicating which programs they ha e participated in at Wa atch. This
question pro ides Wasatch with information on current Ie els of participation in specific
performing arts programs.
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12. If Wasatch were to devote a significant amount of resources to enhancing the
performing arts programs offered at the school, how likely would you be to participate in
one of the programs (i.e., choir, music, drama, dance, or debate)?
This question was designed to help Wa atch Academy determine the potential interest of
students in enhancing their performing arts programs.
It appears that the potential participation is undetermined, with 31.6% of students being

somewhat to very unlikely to participate, 33.3% will maybe participate, and only 35%
being somewhat or very likely to participate.

Likely to Participate in Performing Arts
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15. Overall, how do you think your relationship with your parents has changed due to
your attendance at Wasatch Academy?
Wasatch Academy seeks to provide a 10 ing and nurturing environment for its students.
Many of the students come to the school because of challenging home and family
situations. This question provides information on the level of improvement in studentparent relationships due to attendance at Wasatch. 32.8% of students feel that their
relationship has not changed, yet 50% say that the relationship has improved, and only
17.2% feel that their relationship has gotten worse since they have been at the school.
Relationship with Parents
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16. The outdoor recreation activities offered at Wasatch made the school:

Much
improved

One of the advantage of Wasatch Academy's rural location is the opportunity for everal
unique outdoor recreational activities. This question identifies the appeal of these
activities to the students.
32.2% of students said that the outdoor recreational activities did not change the appeal
of the school but 62.7% felt that these activities made the school more appealing.
Appeal of Outdoor Recreation
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17. Please circle all of the activities or classes that you have participated in during your
time at Wasatch Academy.
This question provided students with a list of 53 extracurricular activities offered by the
school and asked them to indicate which ones they had participated in. This information
will help Wasatch identify the current interests and levels of participation in these
activities.
The nine most popular activities were: basketball, community service, hiking, soccer,
photography, weight training, painting, meditation, and computer design.

Extracurricular Activities
Weight Training
Soccer
Photography

Painting • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Meditation • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Hiking • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Computer Design • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Community Service • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

BaSketball • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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18. List the number of the three most important ones.
Students then identified which activities they felt were most important to them.
The eight most popular activities were: basketball, snowboarding hiking, volleyball,
snowboard team, rock climbing, and photography.
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19. How important were these activitie in your deci ion to come to

asatch?

This purpo e of this que tion was to indicate whether particular extracurricular acti lhe
pro ided at Wasatch Academy influenced the tudents decision to come to the choo!.
21 % of students said that the e activitie were not an important factor 17.5% aid the
activities were of average importance and 61.4% of students felt that the e activitie
were an important factor in deciding to come to Wasatch Academy.
Importance of Extracurricular Activities
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20. Would you refer a good friend do attend Wasatch Academy?
This question is important in helping Wasatch Academy understand the students' overall
satisfaction with the school and the potential for referral sources from current students. It
appears that the vast majority of students are relatively satisfied with the school. 42.1 %
of students would definitely refer a good friend, and 38.6% would probably refer a good
friend.
Would you Refer a Friend?
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21. What are some suggestions for improving Wasatch Academy overall?
The final question provided students the opportunity to share any additional ideas or
suggestions they had for improving Wasatch Academy as a whole.
The number one suggestion listed by students was to improve the quality of food.
The second most popular answer expressed the students' desires to have Ie s strict rules,
particularly later check-in.
ext, students are concerned about the quality of academics at the school. Many students
feel that there should be more of a focus on college preparation. They feel that those
students who are not serious about academics are a distraction to the learning process and
that these' problem" students receive too many second chances.

The quality and number of teachers was of equal concern to the students. They would
like to receive more personalized attention, from better qualified instructors.
Also, there is a need for improved facilities on the campus. Students feel that more
resources should be devoted to fixing up the dorms and other older buildings.
Several students expressed concerned about drug testing. They feel that it is a waste of
time and also adds unnecessary stress.
Other suggestions included solving the problems with wide-scale drug use, improving the
quality of performing arts programs - particularly music and dance - having a football
team, a swimming pool, a rock wall, more break time and days off, improved technology,
an established tutoring program, more recognition for achievements, and more senior
privileges.
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Cross-Tabs for Student Sur ey Findings (P

)

Cro -tab for question #1 and question #12: 'What ear are ou in chool?" and "If
Wa atch \ ere to de ote a ignificant amount of re ource to enhancing the performing
art program offered at the chool ho\ likel \ ould ou be to participate in one of the
program (i.e. choir mu ic, drama dance or debate)?
The cro -tab bet een the e two questions sugge t that student in the higher grade
levels are more likely to participate in an enhanced performing art program. As the ear
in chool increases, so does the intere t in the performing art .

Cross-tab for question #5 and question #6: "Did ou isit Wa atch Academy before
making your final decision?' and "After your first visit to Wasatch Academy were you:
( elect level of interest)"
This cross-tab shows that students who isited the campus before deciding to attend
Wa atch Academy were more interested in the school after isiting.

Cross-tab for question #10 and question #20: "Overall what is your current opinion of
Wasatch Academ ?' and "Would you refer a good friend to attend Wasatch Academy?'
This et of questions hows that student whose current opinion of the chool is positive
are also more likel to refer a good friend to attend Wasatch Academy.

Cross-tab for question #5 and question #14: ''Did you isit Wasatch Academ before
making our final decision?' and "What is your primary rea on for attending Wasatch
Academ ?"
The cross-tab for these two questions hows us that of the four academic categories, ESL
students are highly unlikely to isit the ampus before attending. This is probabl due to
the fact that most of these families live out ide of the US making it somewhat more
difficult to visit the campus.

Cross-tab for question #14 and question #20: "What is your primary reason for
attending Wasatch Academy?" and "Would you refer a good friend to attend Wasatch
Academy? '
This set of que tions shows the likeline s of students in the four academic categorie to
refer a good friend to the school. Again, ESL students are less likely to make a referral
probabl due to the fact that most of them are international student .

Correlations from Student Surveys
The follo\! ing are statistically significant correlations of questions in the tudent surve

Correlation between in ut and choice
0.6769
R=

There is a strong positi e correlation between the amount of input the student had in the
decision to come to Wasatch and their likeliness to rank Wasatch as their first school of
choice. The more input the student had, the higher they ranked Wasatch in their rank of
choices.
Correlation between in ut and rural
R=
0.1395

There is a slight positive correlation between the amount of input the student had in the
decision and the appeal of the rural location to the student. The more input the student
had, the more positive they felt about the rural location. In reverse, the less input a
student had, the less appealing the rural location was to rum or her.
Correlation between in ut and before
R=
0.4194

A strong correlation exists between the amount of input the student had in the selection
decision and their opinion of the school before attending. The more input a student has,
the more positive they felt about Wasatch Academy before attending the school.
Correlation between in ut and current
R=
0.2902

Also, the positive correlation between the amount of input the student had their current
opinion of the school shows that students with greater levels of input also have a more
positive overall opinion of Wasatch Academy currently.
Correlation between in ut and arts
R=
0.3158

There was a positive correlation between the amount of input the student had in the
school selection decision and their likeliness to participate in performing arts programs.
Students who were more proactive in the decision were more receptive to the idea of
participating in an enhanced performing arts program.
Correlation between in ut and academics
R=
0.1593

There is a slight positive correlation between the amount of input the student had and the
importance that the student places on academics. Students who had more participation in
the selection decision also view academics as being a more important part of their
Wasatch Academy experience.

Correlation between in
R=

A slight positive correlation exists between the amount of input the student had and the
improvement of their relationship with their parents. The more input a student had, the
more their relationships have improved.
Correlation between in ut and outdoor
R=
0.1081

There is a slight positive correlation between the amount input the student had in the
selection decision and the appeal of the outdoor activities offered at the school. Students
who had more input also found the outdoor recreational activities more appealing.
Correlation between in ut and extra
R=
0.3416

The correlation between the amount of input the student had and the importance of
extracurricular activities in making that decision is positive. This shows that students
who had more input in the school selection decision also felt that extracurricular activities
were a more important part of that decision.
Correlation between choice and chan e
R=
0.4315

There is a strong positive correlation between the positive change of opinion felt by
students who visited the campus and how likely they were to select the school as their
first choice of boarding schools. Students who felt more positive about the school after
visiting also ranked the school as one of their first choices for boarding schools.
Correlation between choice and before
R=
0.4641

There is a strong positive correlation between the students who placed Wasatch Academy
among their top choices of boarding schools, and the degree to which they felt positively
about the school before attending. Students who said Wasatch was their first choice also
felt more positively about the school before attending.
Correlation between choice and current
R=
0.3764

Similarly, there is a positive correlation between the students who placed Wasatch
Academy among their top choices of boarding schools, and the degree to which they feel
positively about the school currently.

I Correlation between choice and extra

0.2464

There i a positi e correlation between the likeline s of tudent to indicate a atch a
one of their top choice and the importance they placed upon e tracurricular acti itie in
making their deci ion to come to the chool. The more importance they placed on
extracurricular activities the more likely they were to select Wa atch a their fir t choice.
Correlation between chan e and rural
R=
0.2516

The correlation between the positive change the student felt after i iting the campu
and appeal of the rural location of the campus was also positi e. The more po iti ely a
student felt after i iting, the more appealing the rural location was to him or her.
Correlation between chan e and before
R=
0.4565

There i a positi e correlation between the positive change tudents felt after isiting the
campus and the way they felt about the chool before attending. Students who e opinion
became more positi e after vi iting the school also had a more positi e iew of the
school 0 erall before attending.
Correlation between change and
academics
0.3239
R=

There is a correlation between the positive change that tudent felt after visiting the
campus and the importance that they place on academics. Students who felt more
positi ely after i iting the campus also indicated that academic were ery important to
them.
Correlation between chan e and extra
R=
0.3036

There is a positive correlation between the positi e change of opinion that tudents felt
after isiting the campus and the degree of importance that they placed on extracurricular
acti itie when deciding to attend the school. Students who e opinion was influenced
positi ely by their isit to campus also said that extracurricular acti ities were of greater
importance to them when deciding which school to attend.

Correlation between rural and before
R=
0.159

There is a slight positi e correlation between the way student felt about the rural
location of the school and the opinion they had of the school before attending. Student

\ ho felt that the rural location was more appealing also had a higher opinion of the
school before attending.
Correlation between rural and current
R=
0.314

There is a stronger positive correlation between the way students felt about the rural
location of the school and their current opinion of the school overall. Students who felt
that the rural location was more appealing also have a higher opinion of the school
currently.
Correlation between rural and academics
R=
0.3913

There is also a positi e correlation between the appeal of the rural location to students
and the importance they place on academics. The more appealing the rural location was
to the students, the more importance they place on academics currently.
Correlation between rural and outdoor
R=
0.3594

I

I

The appeal of the rural location and the appeal of the outdoor recreational activities had a
positive correlation. Students who felt that the rural location was more appealing also
said that the outdoor recreational activities were more appealing. Reversely, students
who felt that the rural location was less appealing were also likely to feel that the outdoor
recreational activities were less appealing.

I Correlation between rural and extra
I

R=

0.2917

I

I

ISimilarlY, there is a positive correlation between the amount of appeal the rural location
had to students and the importance they place upon extracurricular activities. Students
who felt that the rural location was more appealing also said that extracurricular activities
were an important part of their decision to come to Wasatch Academy.
Correlation between before and current
R=
0.3815

here is a positive correlation between the way students felt about Wasatch Academy
before attending the school and the way they feel about the school currently. Students
ho had an overall positive opinion of the school before attending also have an overall
ositive opinion of the school currently.
Correlation between before and outdoor
R=
0.2463

The correlation between the way students felt about the school before attending and the
appeal that the outdoor recreational activities had to them, was also po iti e. The more
appealing the outdoor activities were to the students, the higher was their overall opinion
of the school before attending.
Correlation between before and extra
R=
0.3309

Similarly, there is a positive correlation between the importance of extracurricular
activities and the students' opinion of the school before attending. The more importance
the student placed on extracurricular activities relates to the degree to which the student
felt positively about the school before attending.
Correlation between current and arts
R=
0.3175

There is a positive correlation between the students' current opinion of the school and the
likeliness of the students to participate in an enhanced performing arts program. Students
who are more satisfied with the school currently are also more likely to participate in an
enhanced performing arts program.
Correlation between current and
academics
0.1877
R=

There is a slight positive correlation between the students' current opinion of the school
and the importance that they place on academics. Students who place a higher
importance on academics have a slightly higher opinion of the school currently.
Correlation between current and
0.4781
R=

There is a strong correlation between the students' current opinion of the school and the
positive change the students have felt in the relationship with their parents. The higher
the students' current opinion of the school, the more their relationship with their parents
has improved.
Correlation between current and outdoor
R=
0.3188

There is also a positive correlation between the students' current opinion of the school
and the appeal of the outdoor recreational activities offered at the school. The more
appealing the outdoor activities are, the higher the students' current opinion of the school.
Correlation between current and extra
R=
0.3371

There is a correlation between the students current opinion of the school and the
importance they place on extracurricular activities. The more importance the student
places on extracurricular acti ities, the more satisfied they are with the school currently.
Correlation between arts and academics
R=
0.3561

There is a correlation between the amount of importance a student places on academics
and the likeliness of the student to participate in an enhanced performing arts program.
The more importance a student places on academics, the more likely the student is to
participate in the performing arts program.
Correlation between academics and
parents
R=
0.3113

There is a positive correlation between the importance a student places on academics and
the improvement in the student's relationship with their parents. The more importance a
student places on academics, the more their relationships with their parents have
improved.
Correlation between academics and extra
R=
0.282

The correlation between the importance of academics and the importance of
extracurricular activities is positi e. The more importance the student places on
academics is correlated with the amount of importance the student places on
extracurricular activities.
Correlation between arents and extra
R=
0.3765

There is also a positive correlation between the importance a student places on
extracurricular activities and the level of improvement the student has had in the
relationship with their parents. Students who place higher importance on extracurricular
activities also show more of an improvement in the relationship with their parents.
Correlation between outdoor and extra
R=
0.3476

Finally, there is a positi e correlation between the importance a student places on
extracurricular acti ities and the appeal that the outdoor recreational activities had to
them. The more important the extracurricular acti ities were, the more appeal the
outdoor activities had to the student
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Conclusions
A careful anal sis wa conducted by MSM on all the re earch findings. The following
paragraphs include the conclusions MSM drew based on that research.
Target Market (See S-4 and A-3)
The tudent egment Wa atch should concentrate on are college prep and learning
strategie . MSM found during the student focus group (See appendix A-6) that many of the
students feel that their academic experience at Wa atch is the most important reason why
they are attending. These students feel that accepting tudents that are not at Wa atch to
learn but rather for emotional help and who consistently get bad grades, take awa from
their e perience. Comments on student surveys reinforce this opinion.
Based on consultant comments another way to capitalize on target market is to focus
ad ertising on the western states because parents are more hesitant to send children farther
a a . Parents who Ii e in western tates are also more likely to come isit the school, which
in most cases (based on the parent survey) significantl increase the parent s intere t in the
school.
The number one suggested method of reaching the target market better, based on
parent survey comments is to contact and inform more public schools about Wa atch.
Howe er currently mo t parents find out about Wasatch through consultant. Con equently
MSM concluded the best way to spend advertising dollars would be on the consultants.
The most common first step in researching boarding schools is searching the Internet;
howe er, the majority of Wasatch parents only hear about the school after speaking with a
consultant. Therefore, Wa atch needs to increase accessibility to their Internet site so more
parents can learn about the chool during their fir t step of research.
Perfonning Arts Program (See S-4 and A-3)
The majority of parents saw impro ing the performing arts program only as
somewhat important. It wa not high on their Ii t of suggestions either. In fact only two
parents listed impro ing the performing arts program as a suggested impro ement. Mo t
parents thought impro ing the parent/school communication sy tern the school website, and
the cafeteria food were more important.
Students were also asked on the survey as ell a in the focus groups if they would be
likely to participate in performing art if it was impro ed. Re ponse showed onl moderate
interest in performing arts and a slight po sibility of participating. However, there were
e eral comments to impro e the music program and dance instruction.
As a result of these findings, MSM concluded that expanding and improving the
performing arts program and facilities should not be a main priority. Howe er, based on
student urve s and focu groups, simply impro ing the instruction of the program would be
well recei ed.
Areas of Focus (See S-4 and A-3)
Wasatch hould concentrate on serving the college prep and learning strategies area. A
strong academic program as consi tently found to be the mo t important to parents as well
as students.

Another important area Wasatch should concentrate time and resource on is pro iding a
nurturing caring environment for the students. This area is a main concern for parents and
wa listed as one of the primary reasons parents chose Wasatch over other schools.
Consultants also commented that this is what they like best about Wasatch. Wasatch needs
to capitalize on this strength and continue to improve it.
Finally Wasatch should continue to offer a wide variety of sports and recreational
acti ities. Although academics is the primary reason for attendance, most Wasatch students
participate in the activities and enjoy them. The activities keep students happy and increase
their likelihood of returning for another year. The recreational opportunities at Wasatch,
according to parent comments, gave Wasatch an edge over other schools despite having an
academic focus. Parents needed to know their children would have plenty of opportunities to
participate in non-academic activities.
Strengths and Weakness of Wasatch (See S-4 andA-3)
Strengths:
According to all the sources of research, MSM concluded that Wasatch's biggest
strengths are in these areas:
• A caring, nurturing environment created by the staff and faculty. Parents,
students, and consultants all commented that Wasatch gives quality
individual, and thoughtful attention to its students.
• The academic program. Parents liked how the program is flexible, and feel
they are preparing students well for college. Students commented that they
feel they ha e good relationships with most of their teachers, and especially
enjoy the small class sizes because they receive a lot of individual attention
and help.
• A small overall size of the school. This aspect of Wasatch allows students to
get to know each other really well and establish quality relationships. Most
students in the focus groups when asked what the best feature of the school
was commented on the great friends they've made at Wasatch, and how
everyone can find a friend there.
• The wide variety of quality outdoor and indoor recreational activities and
sports. Parents viewed activities/skiing/snowboarding/sports opportunities as
one of the most influential factors, excluding academics, in their decision to
send their child to Wasatch. (See parent survey findings, section S-4
question 16)
• Satisfaction of experience as a whole. The large majority of parents and
students are satisfied with their experience and would be highly likely to refer
a friend to the school.

Weaknesses:
After reviewing all the data MSM found five areas that were viewed as weaknesses:
• Poor communication to parents. Parents need more timely and up-to-date
feedback on how their children are doing. Parents also want to hear more
good news about how students are doing not just when there is a problem. In
addition, quite a few parents complained about not being called back after
leaving a message with a faculty member at Wasatch.

•
•

•

Food. Several complaint were mad by tudent a ell a parent ab ut the
food. The rna t cornman need wa for Ie grea y food and more fre h fruit
and egetable.
Teacher tumo er and e perti e. Many student a well a parent agreed that
the teacher tumo er rate is too high. It auld benefit the tudent if Wa atch
could find more teacher who would be willing to Ii e in Mt. Plea ant for
longer period of time. Also, although teacher ha e area of e perti e orne
of them are teaching other subjects outside their respective field of
knowledge.
Focus on academics is blurred. "Problem" student distract from the learning
environment of the other students who are willing and wanting to learn and
prepare for college.

Parent Selection Process (See S-4)
After analyzing the steps parents took to research boarding schools, MSM found that the
majority of parents take the following steps when researching boarding schools:
• Search the Intemet
• Contact a educational/boarding school consultant
• Contact school through phone, mail, and e-mail
• Visit school
Other Conclusions from Student Survey Results (See S-4)
• Students who have more input in the school selection process are much more
satisfied with the school in general and with individual programs; they also have
slightly better relationships with parents.
• The outdoor and extracurricular activities are a positive factor for students when
selecting a school, therefore Wasatch should emphasize these opportunities when
advertising to students
• Based on student survey correlations (see section S-4) after visiting the campus,
their opinions of the rural location, view of academic program, view of activities
provided and their overall opinion of the school are drastically changed for the
better.
• Students generally had a significant amount of input in deciding which school to
attend.
Other Conclusions from Parent Survey Results (See S-4)
• The four most important factors parents look for when selecting a boarding school
they would send their child to are a high-quality academic program, a nurturing
environment, an appropriate size, and educated faculty.
• Based on the parent survey, most parents who visited the school were much more
interested in the school after their visit.
• Most parents feel that their relationship has improved with their child since their
enrollment at Wasatch.
• Parents of Wasatch students are somewhat price sensitive because it was an
important factor in selecting the school to the majority of parents.
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Recommendations
Target Market
• Focus on college prep and learning strategies. Most of the students already
attending Wasatch are there for those two reasons. The current Wasatch
environment already caters to thjs segment with its small class size, individual
attention from teachers, and the nurturing environment. Trying to focus on other
segments, such as perforrrung arts, would detract from the acaderrtic focus and
make the rrtission of the school harder to define. Trying to serve too many market
segments would stretch Wasatch resources and take away from their current
strengths.
How to Reach Target Market
• Most importantly, since consultants are usually how parents find out about
Wasatch, the school needs to build relationships with as many consultants as
possible. In addition, Wasatch should constantly be inforrrung consultants of the
type of students they want to have sent to the school and of latest developments
on campus. A Wasatch representative should make visits to the consultants as
much as possible as well as update them on developments through phone, emllil
and mailers.
• Since the Internet is the most common first step in researching schools, Wasatch
should concentrate resources on becorrting as accessible as possible on the web.
• Encourage students and parents to visit the campus. Wasatch could possibly even
offer to subsidize the trip for a select few because the surveys showed that interest
in Wasatch was signjficantly greater after having visited the school. The
childlparent relationsrup also impro ed more in farllilies where a parent visited
the school.
Areas of Focus
• Keep advertising and focu ing on the various acti vities and sports offered by the
school. Excluding acaderrtics, this area is one of the most important factors that
influence parents and students. This is especially important as well because MSM
found that students had a large amount of input in the election of a boarding
school and activities were one of the most important factors in miling their
decision.
• Do not spend large sums of money to change the school to cater toward the
perforrrung arts segment. Enhancing the perforrrung arts program was only of
average importance to parents and students. Resources could be better used
elsewhere. However, Wasatch should try to find faculty that have more
experience and expertise in the dance and music areas.
Suggested Improvements
• Communication: Wasatch should update and impro e the interacti e grade book.
This feature is important to parents, but is currently a source of frustration for
many parents. Wasatch should call parents once a semester gi ing them an
update on their cruld's progress, achjevements, and area for improvement. The

•
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Limitations and Errors
Throughout the entire re earch proces ,MSM u ed con entional method of collecting,
organizing and analyzing data in order to minimize the ri k of error. Ho e er certain
limitation on accurac are e pected throughout the re earch proce s. Re earch
conducted by MSM was limited by time, mone ,sampling error proce ing, and
re ponse and non-respon e bia .
Limitation

Time and money limited the re earch conducted b MSM. MS 's time" a limited to
three and a half month because seme ter deadlines. More time rna ha e reduced the
research limitations.
MSM was gi en a predetermined budget that it could not e ceed. Although the budget
gi en was sufficient for a quality re earch project, more mone "ould ha e increa ed
both the amount of re pondents, and the depth and complexit of the research.

Circumstances out of MSM's control could ha e allowed error to enter the research
process. Sampling error is the fust possible error. Sampling error occur when the
sample u ed does not proper! represent the population. Although MS did their best to
minimize the occurrence of sampling error b only sampling student of Wasatch, parents
of student of Wasatch and parents who requested information about Wasatch some
error might ha e occurred.
Another type of error that might ha e entered into the re earch process i processing error.
Processing error is error that re ults from the incorrect transfer of information from a
S did their best to pre ent proce ing error by adhering
document to the computer.
to a specific proces ing procedure for our survey re ults.
Response bias is another error that might ha e entered into the research process.
Re ponse error results from the tendenc of people to ans" er a que tion incorrectl
either deliberatel or without knowledge. MS carefull de eloped and tested the
que tionnaire in hopes of minimizing respon e bias.
on-respon e bias is an error that entered the research process. on-respon e bias results
from those who do not respond to a surve . Response rates of 5% or less are common in
mail surve s. MSM sent out 150 urve to parents and recei ed 35 back hich is
about a _3.3% respon e rate ( ery high). Although S would ha e liked to recei e
more surve s back, the got enough back for the findings to be con idered significant.
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]anuar 30, _003
Robert Booth
As i tant Head of School for Ad ancement
Wa atch Academ
Mt. Pleasant Utah
Dear Mr. Booth:
Our BYU tudent group appreciates the opportunity to work with asatch Academy. We are
plea ed to submit to ou this propo al of the market re earch project \! e will conduct on behalf
of the Academ . With this project, \ e hope to accompli h the following:
• Recommend a niche market for Wasatch Academ
• Recommend ways to better reach target market
•
nderstand the strengths and weakne ses of Wasatch Academy and propose pos ible
impro ements for the chool
•
nder tand the selection proce of parents for boarding schools
are the areas in which .. e plan to gather research:
Student -through focu group and surve s
Parent of current tudent - through in depth interview and urve
Parent .. ho were intere ted in chool but went el ewhere - through in depth interview
and urve s
• Parents v ho are currentl looking for a chool for their children - through in depth
intervie.. s and urve
• S hool con ultant - through in depth interview

The e
•
•
•

Research Proces
Our flr t tep in the re earch proce will be to conduct focu group of Wasatch
Academ tudent to determine current ati faction of the program \ hat attracted them to the
school their intere t , .. hether the belong to any e tracurricular organizations, and change
the \ ould make to the program.
e will conduct four different focu groups one for each
grade which ill consist of three randoml selected student. The e focus groups \ ill help
determine que tion for our urveys e will hand out to tudents and end to parent of current,
pa t and future tudents, as well as parent that considered the chool but didn't end their child
to Wa atch Academ .
Finall .. e will conduct in depth interview with boarding chool con ultant ,
repre entative of Green ountain College, and a selection of parent of tudent . Thi proce
\ ill pro ide information which .. e will anal ze and v ill be the basi of our tatistical
conclu ion and recommendation.

Funding
ark Thoma informed u that you agreed on co ts of: $.+00 for each of the three
ill co er out-of-po ket
tudent conducting this project. In addition, Wasatch Academ
e pen e up to $800. Thi price for e pen e icon i tent .. ith the co t of prior project . For

telephone e pen e, a at h
adem \\l1leltherpr \ideu \\ithph nc ard (thl \\ould
probabl be the ea ie t), or ho
to b billed at the end r the pr ~c t.

Condu ion
If Wa ateh eadem agr
on thl propo al. a letter f engagement \\111 b mad,
ample outline of foeu group and In depth mtenle\\ and que tionnaJre \\ill b gi\cn. We
appre iate thi opportunit to" ork "Ith a ateh eadem)

meerely,

Shannon Fabbri
Alexia Fenton
Carrie Stran

E GAGEME

LETTER

February 17,2003
Robert Booth
Assistant Head of School for Advancement
Wasatch Academy
Mt. Pleasant, Utah
Dear Mr. Booth:
Our BYU student grouP. appreciate.s the opportunity to work with Wasatch Academy.
We ~e pleased to subrrut to you this letter of engagement of the market research project
we wd.l conduct on behalf of the Academy. With this project, we hope to accomplish the
followmg:
• Recommend areas Wasatch Academy should focus on
• Recommend ways to better reach target market
• Feedback regarding a possible expansion of a performing arts program
• Understand the strengths and weaknesses of Wasatch Academy and propose
possible improvements for the school
• Understand the selection process of parents for boarding schools
These
•
•
•

are the areas in which we plan to gather research:
Students -through focus groups and surveys
Parents of current students - through questionnaire surveys
Parents of students who applied were accepted, but rejected - through
questionnaire surveys
• Parents who are currently looking for a school for their children -through
questionnaire surveys
• School consultants - through in-depth interviews

Research Process
Our research process consists of the following four stages:
1. Student Focus Groups
On March 19,2003 starting at 9 a.m. we will conduct focus groups of students on
Wasatch Academy's campus. Five focus groups will take place. Two focus groups with
seniors, the first being seniors who have attended Wasatch for 1-2 years, and the second
group with seniors who have attended Wasatch for 2-3 years. The final three groups will
consist of students from the three other grades. Each focus group will consist oftbree
randomly selected boys and three randomly selected girls.
In the focus groups, we will gather information determining current satisfaction oftbe
program, what attracted them to the school, if the location of the school played a major
factor in their decision of coming to the school, whether their relationships with their
parents have changed since attending the school, their interests, whether they belong to
any extracurricular organizations, if they would take advantage of opportunities to
become more involved in programs such as music and drama if the school improved the

program, an.d change.s they would make to the program. These focus groups will also
help detenrune questions for our surveys we will hand out to students, and send to parents
of current, past, and future students, as well as parents that had applied, but rejected
acceptance.
2. Surveys
Questionnaire surveys will be given out to students, parents of students, parents of
students who were accepted to Wasatch Academy but rejected, and parents of students
who are currently looking for a school. The questionnaires for the students will be passed
out to the students by the dorm parents on Thursday, February 27. Once completed,
Wasatch Academy will send the questionnaires back to us at the following address:
Lexi Fenton
560 North 844 East # 1
Provo, UT 84606
The questionnaires for all three groups of parents will be sent out through mail by March
1,2003. The purpose of the questionnaires will be to gather information regarding the
five bulleted items listed in the first paragraph.
3. In-Depth Interviews of Consultants
In-depth interviews of boarding school consultants will be conducted by phone by March
15,2003. Through the interviews, we will gather information regarding the top five
things people look for in boarding schools, Wasatch's current appeal to parents and
students, how to better reach parents who are interested in boarding schools, and what the
selection process of parents consist of.
This process will provide information, which we will analyze and will be the basis of our
statistical conclusions and recommendations.
4. Report Delivery
A delivery of our findings, analysis, and final recommendations will be given on
Brigham Young niversity's campus Your attendance is requested. You have the
option of attending our presentation on the following days:
Thursday, April 10 at 5pm
Monday, April 14 at Spm
Tuesday April 15 at Spm
Wednesday, April 16 at Spm
Funding
An estimate of the costs are as follows'
• $600 payable to the Marriott School of Business - which includes money for
copies of questionnaires, travel, and reports.
• $400 payable to the three students upon completion
• Wasatch will pro ide calling card, company letter head envelopes and stamps
. pnce
. for expfJIses .
..
TIllS
IS conSIstent
with the costs 0 f pnor proJ.eQS. Anv_ additIOnal expfJIses must first be approved by Wasatdl
Academy

Disclaimer
The signers of this engagement letter are responsible for the preparation of a report to
Wasatch Academy. The information gathered will be information belie ed to be accurate
and from reliable sources, but its accuracy and reliability cannot be guaranteed. Brigham
Young University, its boards, emplo ees, students and the Marriott School of
Management are not responsible for the work and research conducted under this study or
for the resulting recommendations. Wasatch Academy, its employees, directors, and
board agree to hold harmless the Marriott School of Management, its faculty and
administration., and the students preparing the report for work relating to this project, for
the resulting information and recommendations, and for any implementation ofthe
recommendations.
Conclusion
We look forward to working with you on this important endeavor. Please sign below,
evidencing your agreement to, and approval of the terms of this engagement letter.
Sincerely,

Jw
It1 MffY\ j-oUru.
Shannon Fabbri

W~)'/~~J

Alexia FJnton

/1 kh4J

ClJJv\ig') ~
Carrie Stran

~

Accepted by:
Signature:

~LV\ t

Michael Geurts
B YU Marketing Research Professor

_~::::--.--=._---=-__---=-

JL:J--=
__

Date: _J_,_1_,,_,_0_3_ _

Authorized Representative of Wasatch Academy
Print

arne and Title:
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Focus Groups
lntro
•
ame, where are you from how long ha e you been here?
Decision
• How much input did you ha e in deciding which school you were going to attend?
• Did you tour the campus and what role did that play in your decision?
• Was Wasatch our fir t choice? Why or why not? Where else would you have rather
gone?
Location
• Was the location of the school a major factor in your deci ion?
• Did the outdoor recreation programs appeal to you?
Perception
• What was our perception of the chool before you came?
• How ha your perception of the chool changed during the time that you' e been
here?
In 01 ement
• What program are ou in 01 ed in? (Sports, arts etc.)
• How important \ ere tho e program in your deci ion to come here?

Performing rts
• Are you in 01 ed in the perforrrung art program?
• Would ou take ad antage of opportunitie to become more in 01 ed in program
uch a mu ic and drama if the chool impro ed the program?
cademic
• How important are academic in relation to your experience a a whole at Wa atch?
• What areas do you feel you need mo t help in? (College prep ESL pecific subject)
• How could your academic e perience be improved?
Relation hip with Parents
• How ha our relationship \ ith your parent changed during the time that you' e
been here?
Conclu ion
• What are your like and di like about the chool? What could be impro ed?
• What i the be t feature about the chool that you think would attract more tudent?
• 0 erall, are you ati fied with our e perience here at Wa atch?
.:. 3rd and 4 th year Senior: What changes have you een during the time ou' e been
here?

Student Focus Groups
Introduction

Our research group conducted three focus groups on the afternoon of March 19,2003. The
purpose of holding the focus groups was to get feedback from the students about their
experiences at Wasatch, how those experiences affected their lives, and their opinions of the
school. With this in mind, the group divided the focus groups by grade and then Shannon Fabbri
and Alexia Fenton led a discussion at the Wasatch Academy assembly hall with the selected
students where they were able to share their feelings. Group 1 was comprised of four freshman
students who had been at Wasatch Academy between one and three quarters. Group 2 consisted
of three sophomores who had been at Wasatch Academy between one and two school years. The
last focus group, Group 3, was a group of five Juniors or Seniors who have attended Wasatch
between one and two years. Each group di cussion lasted 30-40 minutes. A video recording
device was u ed for later review by the members of the research group.
Methodology

To start the focus group, student were gi en an explanation that clarified the purpose of the
meeting, and the rule and procedure to be followed during the discu ion. During the meeting
the moderator prompted discus ion on the following topic :
•

The decision to come to Wasatch

•

The location of Wa atch

•

The perception of Wa atch before and after enrollment

•

The students involvement In available program (ports, art, etc.)

•

The academic programs of Wa atch

•

The student-parent relation hip

•

The likes, dislike, and recommended improvements of Wa atch

•

Their 0 erall satisfaction of Wasatch

Finding

The following pages include the specific que tions asked by the moderator, and the comment
made by the member of the focus group .

.....,

Focus Group: Freshman
Involvement
What programs are you involved in?
, I'm in choir and golf
"I tried to get into climbing, but it is hard to get in
"I'm in golf, I coach"
"I was in basketball and volleyball'

If Wasatch improved these programs, ~.,,'ould you take advantage of the opportunity?
"I think we would if the staff were more qualified in some of the activities they teach"
'I would take advantage of choir if they sang more than ju t church ongs"
, I would do theatre if they had a better program"
'I would if the staff had more experti e in some of the areas they teach"
Academics
How important are academics in relation to your experience as a whole at Wasatch?
"Its not hard to get good grade here, you ju t ha e to try ,
On a cale of 1-10, I would gi e academic a 6 on its importance for m experience a a whole"
I would gi e it a ix too. It important to me"
"It's not that important to me"
'If we ere in Salt Lake City, I would not be in cla s

What areas do you feel you need the rno t help in?
"I ha e ADD 0 I carne here to get help mo tly in math. But my fir t day I found I wa not smart
enough to keep up and ended up getting kicked out 0 I'm not e en learning the subject I came
here for. But, my Engli h is getting a lot better.
"I came here because myoid school at home wa really bad, and to prepare for college"
'I wanted to prepare myself for college and to help with math"

How could your overall academic experience be improved?
"If the teacher folio ed up \! ith our grade . They just tell you your going to fail and then
don't follow up to help"
'Teacher could make the cla es more "hand -on. That would make it more intere ting'
, ot too strict becau e then it makes the class too intimidating"

Location
Was the location of the school a major factor in your decision to come to Wasatch?

"It too ecluded and hard to get here'
"I ho e th.i chool becau ey wa one of the clo e t one to m parent In the we t "
"Th~ locatlOn \ a not that bIg of a deal. I carne becau e I heard the golf tearn \\ good."
"Thl chool was rural compared to the other chool I looked at but It looked lIke there \.. ere
more thing to do like recreational acti itie
Decision
HoII' much input did you have in deciding which school you were going to attend?
"If I reall did not want to go here then I did not ha e to go here, but I cho e to come here."
"I i ited three schools and thought tm one was the be t. The teacher eemed better and the
facilitie were better"
"I had all the input. We ordered video, and I i ited here 0 I chose to come here."

Was Wasatch your.first choice?
"Yeah. I picked till one a er the other chool I vi ited. '
Relation hip to Parents
How has your relationship changed with your parents since you have been here?
"It has gotten better becau e being awa make them fonder of me, a we don't have per onalit
conflict all the time. Talking over the phone i better."
"Mine have gotten a lot better"
"Mine has not gotten better or worse, it ju t different beeau e I live farther awa "
"I think the are mad at me for leaving. but it' not worse, it ju t different'
Perception
How has your perception of the school changed since you have come here?
"It is not a run down as I thought it \\ould be, but the facilitie could till be impro ed"
'Thi i the nicest school ha e been to. It's a lot nicer than I thought it auld be
Conclu ion
What are your likes, dislikes, and what would you change about the school?
, I think the dorms are prett good. But I think we hould ha e maller room, but then ha e our
own room'
'The food need to be impro ed'
"The food i too greas ."
'There i no fre h food.'
''The cafeteria hould have more vegetable and Ie greas food.'
''There i no food for egetarian to eat."
''The food i better than mother chool , but it needs to be better becau e we eat here for ever
meal for the chool ear.'

"1 would change some of the rules. We can t even go on the internet at certain times. If we have
no practice planning our time, what are we going to do at college?
"I would change some of the things they passed out that made it sound like Wasatch had a pool
cause it doesn't. The nearest one is Snow College and you ha e to pay to go."
"I think they should have a pool for exercise and free time"

What do you feel is the best feature of Wasatch?
"The fact that everyone can find a friend here. Everyone on campus has at least one friend."
"Everyone can fit into one group"
"It fixes up your life better. Keeps you out of trouble"
"They have really fast internet"
"Smaller class sizes so more attention from teachers."
"Class sizes are smaller than other boarding schools."

Are you overall satisfied with your experience at Wasatch?
'Yeah, I like it here. I'm even getting a job for the ummer"
"Yes"
"Yes'
, I m finishing out this year, becau e I miss my family."

Focus Group: Sophomores
Decision
How much input did you have in deciding which school you were going to attend?
'I had complete input."
"I was gi en orne option to chao e from."
'I did some research on my own."
"I was told I did not have to go here if 1 didn't want to."
Location
Was the location of the school a major factor in your decision?
"I liked seclusion of the school."
"I liked the small town feel-thought there would be less problem ."
"It's not near anyone 1 know."
"Came here becau e 1 know people clo e by."

Did the outdoor recreation programs appeal to you?
, I'm not a nature per on, but 1 like the ariety.
"I really enjoy the camping and weekend trips. 1 like the geography of Utah."
"Yes, but they cancelled girls occer."

Perception
HolV has your perception of the school changed during the time that you have been here?
"I was excited to come at first, but after I got here, it was hard to make friends"
"I viewed it a lot differently. I thought it would be more strict, only focused on academic
that iew changed. They are more lenient than I thought."

Involvement
What programs are you involved in? (Sports, arts, etc.)
-choir
-pri ate voice lessons
-rock climbing
-Ti Chi
-Softball

How important were those programs in your decision to come here?
- ot important

Performing rts
Are you involved in the perfonnin arts program?
-Choir
-Theater Art

Would you take advantage of opportunities to become more involved in programs such as
music and drama if the school improved the program?
'Maybe, it depends."
"I would if I had more time."

Academics
How important are academics in relation to your experience as a whole at Wasatch?
"Most important.
'Mo t of m time i spent on academic ."

What areas do you feel you need most help in? (College prep, ESL, specific subjects)
, Math"
'Chemi try
"Foreign languages"
'I came here for learning trategies. That was the major factor, to get more challenge."

but

How could your academic experience be impro\'ed?
"Strengthen the math department. '
"Expand the foreign language department b introducing more language "
"Offering more tutor, e pecially for math"

Relationship with Parents
How has your relationship with your parents changed during the time that you '\'e been here?
"Sta ed the arne, but communicate differently. We are not a open"
" ot the arne. It's hard to keep them updated on my life. There i lot of backtracking" hen I
talk to them. '

Conclusion
What are your likes and dislikes about the school?
Likes
"I like the dorm ."
"I've made great friends here.'
Dislikes
"Hard to deal" hen people ou kno are kicked out and uddenl leave."
'The school i inconsistent with their di cipline policie . Sometime they allo
back ometime the don't.'

people to come

What could be improved and what is the best feature about the school that you think would
attract more students?

'Di er it '
Lots of nationalities"
, Good friend /relationships '
01 erall, are you satisfied with your experience here at Wasatch?
'Ye" aid by 3 people

Focus Group: Juniors, 1st and 2nd year eniors
Involvement
What programs are you involved in and how important were those i/1 deciding to come to
Wasatch?
'I carne here for the academic
club "

but I till participate in acti itie , and founded a number of

"I'm here for academics, but now that I'm here I like having a variety of thOIngs t0 d0 an db e a

part of t he actIvIties.
0

0

0

"

"I was in,girls soccer last year, bU~ t~ey don't have one this year. I was big into (girls) basketball,
but I don t play bec.ause the team Isn. t very good. If they did not have any sports here that would
be a bad thIng, but It was not somethIng I put to much weight on."
"They have a lot of outdoor recreational activities, and not many other school have that so that
helped in decided to come here."
"It's good becaus~ i~ ~here is an interest in something we can plan to activity or start a club up."
'It was not the activIties, I wanted to come to a school where I could learn and where kids can't
just coast through school."
"Snowboarding team is something that attracts a lot of people and also keeps them coming
back."

Are you interested in the performing arts programs and would you take advantage of them
were improved?

if they

"Yes. I have quit French hom and violin since I have been here because there really isn't a
program. I'm sad that I'm not still doing that."
"I would not take ad antage of it'
'I do like yoga though even though my teacher i n't certified, I'm leaning a lot"
"I have really enjoyed piano and guitar les ons. I have found it is kind of what you make of it.
If you practice you get a lot out of it. My guitar teacher was great. There is a lot of opportunity
here, but it is up to the students to do it. 0 one is stopping them from learning."
Academics
How important is academics in your experience as a whole at Wasatch
"Certain areas are more strong that other. I have had a lot of problem with the math teacher,
but my science teacher is good and English and History is really good. '
"My reason for coming here was to pursue academics to get into the best school I can"
"It's a big part of why I am here becau e there is almost a 100% chance of going to college."
"Its great the teachers really work with you and make them elve available to help you with your
work."
''Teachers are really approachable and the ize of classes helps that too."

How could your academic experience be improved?
"Student feedback on teachers should be considered. It would help them weed out the really bad
teachers faster."
"Its hard to get teachers to live here 0 there is a fair amount of turnover which is detrime.ntal.
"They should try to find teachers that will stay for more than a couple years. It would buIld a
stronger sen e of community."
"Its really important to have good teachers because with a lot of subjects because it's a small
school you can't switch teacher ."

"Students should. be able to fit their schedules better with their clas es to avoid so many
independent studies where students don't learn as much. Maybe more classes could be offered to
make scheduling less difficult.

Relationship with parents
HolV has your relationship with your parents changed since you have come to Wasatch?
"Mine has gotten worse. I'm on my own now."
"Mine has improved because I'm relieved of the minor day tensions, but we don't ha e a trong
as connection as before becau e I'm so far remo ed from them.'
"Mine has gotten better. I don't fight with my parents all the time and the even!!i e me hugs
b
when I come home. '
"Mine has not really changed. I'm living on my own so it has changed, its just like I'm going to
college.

Perception
HolV has your perception changed since you have been here?
'I was surprised with how much tructure there was. Thi could ha e been explained better in
the infonnation we recei ed."
'I got prett clean infonnation. The woman that took us on the tour answered all our question ."
'It s kind of like eating a jelly doughnut, you knO\ what your eating, but you don't know what's
on the inside."
"I thought there would be more things to do on the weekend, more activities."
"I \ as told there was a pool, but then I found out it was 15 mile awa at snow college.'
I did not know it was this rural. But, it ha not bothered, me I've really enjoyed it here.
It s more rural but it i a good experience ince I've Ii ed in uburbia my whole life.'

Ded ion
How much input did you have in your decision to come here?
"My mom u ed to tell me if I was bad, he would not let me come back. So yeah, I had a lot of
choice to come here in the first place."
"It was completely my choice to come here."
"I chose to come here, I wanted to do this for myself and impro e myself."

How much was location a factor in your decision?
'I did not care that much. What kind of people were at the chool affected me more.'
, I ha e always had to commute to chool in Seattle. I'm a city boy, but I figured it wa ju tone
year 0 I would come and get a good education."

Conclu ion
Overall, what are your likes, dislikes, and what would you improve about the school?

"If the really want to impro e this chool the need to make it more college prep. Right no" it
doesn't reall y seem like that. .
"The should stop accepting back tudent that barel get a 2.0 GPA and are con tantl In
structured stud hall."
"We need too reall rai e our applicant pool 0 they can be more electi e in who the elect
because right nov almost e er one i getting accepted becau e the chool needs the mone .'
"We hould do more fundraising 0 we can me more electi e on who come here.'
"I came to this school because I want to get into an I y league college, but the la t person that
went" a a long time ago. It v ould be nice to have alumni to get in touch" ith that went to an
Iv League after lea ing here, but there is really no one for me to talk to.
"In previous ear there was a lot more community and sen e of tradition. Thi year there i ju t
a lot more negative attitudes.'
"I agree \! ith the tradition comment. But in the last 4 year we ha e lost a significant amount of
tradition. I hear about stories of bonfires and more school activities .. .I think if we had a stronger
sense of tradition and communit ,we would have more pride for the chool because right now
we don't reall ha e that when we a 'I'm a tudent at Wasatch Academ ."
What is the best feature of the school?
"Almo t guaranteed ou can get into college."
''Developed great friend here. It almo t like ha ing ister ."
"You knO\ ever one here."
"You feel a lot closer to teacher becau e of the tudent teacher ratio."
"Relation hip impro e \! ith parent"

Overall, are you satisfied with your experience at Wasatch?
, It is what ou make out of it. Some people have bad experience here, but there are a lot of
people that lea e here and then mi it. You can find tuff to do on the weekends. It depends on
your creati ene .'
'The ha e good recreational trips."
"I ha e had a po iti e e perience. When I graduated, I" ill think about the good thing." .
''This school ha incredible opportunit). If you have drive and want to go out there and do It
then you can."
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In-Depth Interviews with Consultants
Introduction
MSM conducted six in-depth phone interviews of boarding chool consultants during the
weeks of M~ch 17-~8. The purpose of the interviews wa to gather expert opinion of
what potentIal boarding school applicants look for in schools tremrths
and weakne es
to
of Wasatch Academy, ways to better reach potential students, and recommendations for
Wasatch Academy. The phone interviews lasted approximately 10 minutes each.
Boarding School Consultants
Miriam Bodin
Paul Auchterlonie
Brooke Dudley
DianeAlbrecht
Shirley Darling
Findings
The following pages include the specific questions a ked by members of MSM, and the
comments made by the consultants.
In general. what features do vou look for in a boarding school that vou would
recommend to a client?
• One that has a strong sen e of community. One where the student feel a en e of
10 alty, where they don't feel alienated or wish they were el ewhere.
• One which has di ersity.
• Ha wide ariety of sport and acti itie .
• The school has a ense of what their mission is, and make ure to Ii e up to who they
are.
• Has a strong boarding school culture where faculty and the majority of student Ii e
on campus. Faculty hould be a ailable 24/7. The energy of the school goes to the
boarding students.
• Has a good mentoring y tern. There needs to be an ad ocate for the indi idual
student, who will take a per onal intere tin all layer of the tudents' life (emotional,
academic, etc.); like a parent on campu .
• Has are identiallife curriculum which is more than ju t a room, but an acti e life that
works on alue and relation hip.
• One what knows and under tand how an indi idual tudent learns a oppo ed to
others.
• Ha good tructure and upervision.
• Ha a quality of academics for appropriate niches.
• Has experienced and high quality faculty.
• A school whose academic pace matche ability of a gi en tudent.

Top five things your clients look for in boarding schools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structure
Supervision
Experience and quality of faculty - Caring teachers
Wide opportunity to do a lot of things you can't do in a public school
Academics
Safety
Geography - location
Good Reputation
College Placement
A place for the child to succeed
Other kids that the parents would approve of as friends.
Good mentor who understands the child.
A place to broaden the student's life; participation in a variety of activities.
Price
Schools that run well

What is your overall opinion of Wasatch Academy?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I like Wasatch becau e it serves a variety of students and is a safe place to be.
My opinion of Wasatch i good and positi e. They ha e developed support programs,
great facilities, and they enhance the quality of their students.
110 e it to death!
It's a good place for the type of kid they serve.
It's small safe & tructured.
It's a warm, caring, good boarding choo!.
It has an incredibly dedicated administration and faculty.

What do you feel Wasatch 's top three advantages are compared to other schools?
1. Takes in a wide range of tudent
2. It is safe
3. Has great computer technology-provides a variety of programs that are appealing
1. Closeness to California
2. Family-like atmosphere
3. Provides a consistent experience
1. Good clear ense of mission
2. Provides support at eery Ie el: emotional, learning, etc.
3. Commits to their students - they keep working with students long after other schools
may have gi en up on them.
1. Attention focused on kids on an individualized Ie el
2. Faculty - quality people who ha e been there a long time
3. The online grade book

1. Quality of faculty and adrnini tration in being oenuinely intere ted in taking the be t
b
possible care of their students
2. Does a ery good job of gi ing academic support to student who are in need of it
3. Extraordinary ability to gi e students a better self-esteem, which is a magical qualit

What tvpe of students do vou b'picallv send to Wasatch?
• Prefer the west
• Ha e at least a erage intelligence, who might need extra academic or social upport
• Have not reached their full potential, who need some nurturing
• Average students who would benefit having small class sizes
• Who need extra attention
• Students that are under-achie ing and need to develop a sense of who they are.
• Students of good character
• Kids who are struggling and need individualized attention (may have mild learning
issues)
• Those who have an interest in outdoor activities and a mall en ironment
• Students who have good potential, who may not be working to their ability yet
• Ha e interests outside of the clas room which match well with what Wasatch offers
• Who will profit enormously with Wa atch's tructure
• Who need to find his/her own trengths
What are some specific wavs that Wasatch Academv could improve?
•
pgrade school building
• Don't e er lose track of what their mission i , because that is what makes them
ucce ful. Don't focus too much on college prep.
• Try to better screen student
• Better communication with parents: they don't return phone call.
• Better stability in adrnini tration
• They should better define the type of kids that they want to work with. Some kid
kind of get shoved in and Wasatch i "dumped on." They need to draw the line on
the type of kids they want to work with; the ones they ha e experti e with. Once they
do this, then they should market hard toward that type of student.
How do vou think Wasatch could better reach potential students?
•
ot using the Internet, becau e the Internet pro ide no screening
• Using con ultants
• Send repre entati es from Wasatch more often to isit con ultant . This helps the
con ultants to know more about recent development of the school, so they can better
inform parents and make better matches.
• Get the referral sources to come ee the campus. People need to know who they are.
(It s a safe place for tudents who are ju t lea ing therapeutic chools.)
• Parent and alumni referral source.
• Work ith educational con ultant : develop a distinct me sage of who they are and
who they ant to serve.
• Continue with current literature and family events

•
•
•

Can't do mas marketing (too e pen I e), but ha\e a dlr ct me ag that th can
target to con ultant .
Send omeone on the road to i it with con ultant
Focus on the West Coa t and Rocky Mountain State (there rna) be orne overlap
with Vermont Academy).

~a atch

ncadem
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March 3, 2003

Dear Parent or Guardian of Wasatch Academy Student(s),

We are students at Brigham Young University conducting marketing research for
Wasatch Academy. The purpose of the research is to help improve the quality of the
school and to help Wasatch better target potential students. For our research, we are
conducting surveys gathering information and opinions from parents or guardians of
Wasatch Academy student. We are relying on parents like you to give us the
information we need to fulfill thi project.
Plea e take the time to fill out thi

urvey and return it in the enclosed self-addressed

stamped en elope no later than March 15. It shouldn't take more than 10 minute to
complete. Please answer all questions honestly and as accurate as pos ible. We welcome
any additional comments you may have. Thank you and we look forward to receiving
your results.

Sincerely,

Shannon Fabbri
Alexia Fenton
Carrie Stran

BYU Marriott School of Management
Parent Survey

1. How did you first hear about Wasatch Academy?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Brochure
Boarding school consultant
Internet
Referral
Other.

_

2. What was your first step in researching boarding schools when you started to consider
sending your child to one?
A.

_

3. In order, what are all the tep you took in researching and electing a boarding school?
A.
_
B.
_

c.

_

D.
E.

_
_

4. Li t the three mo t important \\ay Wa atch Academy could better reach parent who are
intere ted in ending their child to boarding chool
A.
B.
C.

5. List the three most important things you look for in a boarding school you would send
your child to?
A.
B.
C.

6. How important was the rurallocatlOn of Wa atch Academy in electing the school?

1

Very imp rtant

omewhat important

ot important

2

3

4

5

6

7

7. Did ou isit Wasatch Academy before making your final deci ion?
1- Yes

2-

0

8. After your first visit to Wasatch Academy were you:
Much less interested
1
2

3

o change
4

5

6

Much more intere ted
7

Circle: Did not vi it chool

9. How has your relationship changed with your child due to hislher enrollment at Wasatch
Academy?
Much War e

1

10.

Unchanged

2

3

4

Mu h improved

5

7

6

arne the three most important things you like about Wa atch Academy
A.
B.
C.

11.

arne three things you do

OT like about Wa atch Academy

A.

_

B.

_

c.

12. In what wa

_

could Wasatch improve?

13. How important was the relati e co t of Wasatch Academy in electing a boarding
school?

ot important

Somewhat important

2

1

3

4

ery Imp rtant

5

7

6

14. What factors would eliminate a boarding school from being selected by you?
A.
B.
C.
D.

15. What is the main academic reason you sent your child to Wasatch?
I-to prepare himlher for college
2-to receive extra help in a particular subject such as Math, Science, etc
3-to receive extra help in learning English as a second language
4-0ther
_

16. Excluding academics, what is the most influential factor that caused you to choose
Wasatch

0

er other boarding schools?

17. If Wasatch Academy were to enhance its performing arts program how important would
that be in deciding to send your child to Wasatch?

1

Very important

Somewhat important

ot important

2

3

4

5

6

7

18. If you were ad ising a good friend, how likely would you be to refer them to Wasatch
Academy?

1

2

3

Definitely

Probably

Probably not

Definitely not

4

5

6

7

~
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February 27, 2003

Dear Parent or Guardian,

This survey we are sending you i for educational purposes. We are students at Brigham
Young University conducting marketing research on boarding schools. The purpose of
this research is strictly to impro e the quality of schools and help them better reach
potential students. We are relying on parents like you to give u the information we need
to fulfill this project.
Plea e take the time to fill out thi
tamped en elope no later than

urvey and return it in the enclo ed elf-addres ed
arch 15. It shouldn't take more than 10 minute to

complete. Plea e answer all que tion honestly and a accurate a pos ible. We welcome
any additional comment you may ha e. Thank you and we look forward to receiving
your re ult .

Sincerely,

Shannon Fabbri
Ale ia Fenton
Carrie Stran

B

1arriott chool of Management
Parent urve

1. What wa our first step in re earching boarding chools when ou tarted to con ider
encling our child to one?

A.

In order,

_

hat are all the steps ou took in re earching and electing a boarding chool?

A.
B.

_
_

C.

_

D.
E.

_
_

3. List the three most important ways schools could better reach parents who are intere ted in
encling their child to boarcling chool

A.
B.

C.
4. Li t the three mo t important things you look for in a boarcling chool you would end your
child to?

A.
B.

C.

5. HO\ important is the location of the chool in the selection proces ?

1

ery important

Somewhat Important

ot important

2

3

4

5

7

6

6. Ho\ important i a western 10 ation of a school in the selection proce s?

1

Ver) important

orne\\ hat important

at important

2

3

4

5

6

7

7. If your child is already enrolled how has our relationship changed with your child due to
his/her enrollment at boariling school?

2

1

Much improved

Unchanged

Much Worse

3

4

5

6

5

6

7

Circle: not enrolled
8. What percent of our deci ion is based on cost?
100%

50%

Oo/c

2

1

3

4

7

9. What percent of your decision is based on school reputation?
100%

50%

0%

2

1

3

4

5

7

6

10. What percent of your decision is based on curriculum?
100%

50%

0%

3

1

4

5

7

6

11. What factor \\ auld elirrunate a boarding chool from being selected by au?
B.
C.
D.

L. What i the main academic rea on au wanted to end our child to boariling chool for?
I-To prepare himlher for college
2-To re eive extra help in a particular ubject uch as Math Science, etc
3-To recei e extra help in learning English as a second language
4-0ther
_

13. Excluding academics \ hat is the most influential factor that caused au to consider
ending our child to boarding school?

14. If a chool were to enhance their perforrrung art program, how important',: auld that be in
deciiling to end our child to that school?
ot important

1

Somewhat important

2

3

4

ery important

5

6

7

Februar _7, 2003

Dear Parent or Guardian

This sur e

e are sending you is for educational purpose. We are students at Brigham

Young Uni er ity conducting marketing research for Wa atch Academ . The purpo e of
the research is strictI to impro e the quality of the chool and help Wasatch better reach
potential students. We are relying on parents like ou to gi e u the information" e need
to fulfill this project.
Plea e take the time to fill out this urvey and return it in the enclo ed elf-addre ed
stamped en elope no later than March 15. It shouldn't take more than 10 minute to
complete. Plea e an

\J

er all question hone tly and as accurate as possible.

any additional comment
your result .

Sincere)

Shannon Fabbri
Ale ia Fenton
Carrie Stran

e" elcome

ou may have. Thank you and we look forward to recei mg

B

larriott chool of tanagement
Parent Survey 3

1. What was our first step in researching boarding schools when 'ou started to consider
sending your child to one?
A.

_

2. In order, what are all the steps you took in researching and selecting a boarding school?
A.
B.

-----------------------c. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_-

D.
E.

_
_

3. List the three most important ways schools could better reach parents who are interested in
sending their child to boarding school
A.
B.
C.
4. List the three most important things ou look for in a boarding school you would send your
child to?
A.
B.
C.
5. How important is the location of the school in the selection process?

1

ery important

Somewhat important

Not important

2

3

4

5

6

6. How important is a western location of a school in the selection process?

1

\ ery lffiportaDl

omewhat unportant

:\'ot important

2

3

4

5

6

. If our child is already enrolled, how has your relationship changed \ ith our child due to
his er enrollment at boarding scbool?
~luch

uch improved

Unchanged

\\'orse

3

2

1

4

5

6

5

6

7

Circle: not enrolled
8. \Vhat percent of our decision is based on cost?
100%

50°10

0%

2

3

4

9. What percent of your decision is based on school reputation?
100%

50%

0%

2

3

4

5

6

10. What percent of your decision is based on curriculum?
100%

0%

5

3

6

11. What factors would eliminate a boarding school from being selected by ou?
A.
B.
C.
D.
L. What is the main academic reason you wanted to send your child to boarding school for?
I-To prepare himlher for college
2-To receive extra help in a particular subject such as Math, Science etc
3-To receive extra help in learning English as a second language
4-Other

-----------------------

13. Excluding academics what is the most influential factor that caused ou to consider
sending your child to boarding school?

14. If\-\ asatcb were to enhance their performing arts program, how much would that have
affected your decision regarding the scbool?
. 'ot affe ted

Somewhat affected

2

3

4

ery affected

5

6

15. What are the three main reasons ou decided not to send your child to Wasatch Academ.'?
A.

B.
C.
16. Did you visit Wasatch Academy before making your final decIsion?

1- Yes

2-

0

. After our fir t \'1 it to \: asatch Academ were you:
Much less interested

1

2

3

o change
4

5

6

uch more interested
7

Circle: Did not visit school
18. In what wa s could Wasatch improve?

19. If ou were ad ising a good friend how likely would you be to refer them to Wasatch
Academy?

1

2

3

Definitely

Probably

Probably Dot

Definitely Dot

4

5

6

Bye. larriott cb
fBu in
tudent un )
Thi un'e i for a marketing re ear h proje t \\ e are ondu ting ~ r BY . It i intendl.:d to impr I.: th
ademy. It i tn tl) non mou
qualit of \ a at h
ir Ie the be tan \\er for a h que ti n. Plea I.:
•
feel free to add any additional omment.
1. What year are 'ou in

hool?

1 - Fre hman
_ - ophomore
3 - Junior
4 - enior

_. Hm long have you been a tudent at \ a at h Academ} ?
1_34-

one ear or Ie
two 'ears
three 'ear
four year

3. How mu h input did ·ou have in de iding which chaol) ou would attend?
Completely parents de i ion
1

Equal participation

3

Completely my hoi e

4

6

4. If 'ou had been allowed to chao e a chaoI on your own. Wa at h Academy would have been ;our:

La t choice
1
Did you vi it

3

Indifferent
4

Fir t choi e
6

a atch Academy before making your final deci ion?

1- Ye
_-

0

6. After our fir t visit to' a atch A ademy were you:
(*If you did not visit a atch before making ;our de ision. plea e an wer how you think your opinion
rna have changed if you had vi ited the campus.)
Mu h Ie s intere ted
1

i 0

Much more intere ted

change

4

3

5

6

Did the rural location of Wasatch A ademy make the chool:
u h Ie
1

appealing

Li t orne good wa '

1 TO

change

4

iu h more appealing

6

a atch A ademy could rea h potential tudents.

----------------.--'.

9. Overall, how did you feel about Wasatch Academy before beginning chool h re?
ery negati e opinion
2
1

3

eutral
4

5

6

ery po iti e opinion
7

6

ery positi e opinion
7

10. Overall, what is your current opinion of Wasatch Academy?
Very negati e opinion
1
2

3

eutral
4

5

11. During your time at Wasatch have you been involved in any of the following performing arts
programs? (Please circle all that apply)
1 - Choir
2 - Music
3 -Drama
4 - Dance
5 - Debate
12. If Wasatch were to devote a significant amount of resources into enhancing the performing arts
programs offered at the school, how likely would you be to participate in one of the programs (i.e. choir,
music, drama, dance, or debate)?
ery unlikely
1

2

3

Maybe
4

5

6

Very likely
7

13. Of your entire experience here at Wasatch (your friends and roommates, your dorm, the food, the
fieldtrips, etc.); how important have academics been in shaping your experience as a whole?
Very unimportant
1

2

Somewhat important
345

Very important
7

6

14. What is your primary reason for attending Wasatch Academy?
1234-

To prepare for college
To receive extra help in a specific subject such as math, science, history, etc.
To receive extra help in leaming Engli h as your second language.
Other

_

15. 0 erall, how do you think your relationship with your parents has changed during the time you have
been at Wasatch Academy? Please explain in space provided.
Much worse
1

2

3

o change
4

5

6

Much improved
7

16. The outdoor recreation acti itie offered at Wa atch made the chool:
Much less appealing
1
2

o change

3

4

5

6

uch more appealing
7

17. Please circle all of the activities or cla ses that ou have participated in during your time at
Academ .
1 - Aerobics
_ - Back Country Skiing
3 - Baseball
4 - Basketball
5 - Cheerleading
6 - Chess
7 - Choir
8 - Community Service
9 - Computer Design
10 - Creati e Writing
11 - Cross Country
1_ - Dance
13 - Debate
14 - Drama
15 - Drawing
16 - Dry-land Training
17 - Fabric Arts
1 - Film Making

19 - Fly Fishing
_0 - Golf

37 - Rock Room
3 - Rock climbing
39 - culpture
40 - Ski Club
41 - Snowboarding
42 - nowboard Team
43 - Soccer
44 - Softball
45 - Stained Glass
46 - Strategic Games
47- trings
48 - Tech Support
49 - Tennis
50 - Track & Field
51 - oUe ball

21
22
23
24
25

- Graphic Arts
- Guitar
- Hiking
- Horseback Riding
- Jewelry Making
26 - Literary Magazine
27 - Martial Arts
28 - Meditation
29 - Mentoring
30 - Mountain Biking
31 - usic
3_ - Painting
33 - Photography
34 - Piano
35 - Pottery/Ceramics
36 - Racket ball

52 - Weight Training
53 - Yearbook

1 . Were the e acti ities important in your decision to come to Wasatch?
I-Yes
2- 0

19. If e

Ii t the number of the most important one( ).

20. What are some suggestions for improving Wasatch Academy

v a at

0

erall?

h

PARENT SURVEY CROSS
TABULATIONS

Crosstabs
Case Processing Summary

Valid

I

N
INTEREST· REFER

341

Percent
97.1%

N

Cases
Missina
I Percent
1 I
2.9%

Total

I

N

35 I

Percent
100.0%

INTEREST * REFER Crosstabulation
Count
REFER
Probabl not

Definitel not
INTEREST

3.00
No change
5.00
6.00
Much more interested

4 00

1

Probabl
1
1

2
2

Total

1

1

2

5

INTEREST * REFER Crosstabulation
Count

6.00
INTEREST

3.00
No change
5.00
6.00
Much more interested

REFER
Definitelv

3
5
6
15

Total

1
1

8
10

Total

2
2
5
9
16
34

Chi-Square Tests

Value
38.067 a
26.723

df

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
.009
.143

20
Pearson Chi-Square
20
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
.023
5.163
Association
N of Valid Cases
34
a. 29 cells (96.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .06.
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Crosstabs
Case Processing Summary

Valid
N
VISIT·
RELATION

Percent
34

N

Cases
Missina
Percent

97.1%

1

Total
Percent

N

2.9%

35

100.0%

VISIT • RELATION Crosstabulation

Count
RELATION
3.00
VISIT

Visited Wasatch
Did not visit Wasatch

Total

No chanqe
2
2

12
2
2

Much
improved

6.00

5.00

12

9
1
10

Total
8
8

31
3
34

Chi-Square Tests

Value
22.813a
13.792

df

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sidedf
.000
.008

Pearson Chi-Square
4
Likelihood Ratio
4
Linear-by-Linear
.130
1
2.292
Association
N of Valid Cases
34
a. 7 cells (70.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .18.
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Crosstabs
Case Processing Summary

Cases
Missin

Valid
N
REFER' RELATION

Percent
97.1%

34

N

Total
Percent
2.9%

N
35

Percent
100.0%

REFER • RELATION Crosstabulation

Count
RELATION
3.00
REFER

Definitely not
Probably not
4.00
Probably
6.00
Definitely

No chanQe

5.00

Much
improved

6.00

Total
1

1
1
1

Total

1
2

2

1
4
3
4
12

1
1
8
1
10

3
3
8

1
1
2
6
15
9
34

Chi-Square Tests

Value
33.191 a
25.448

df

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)·
.032
.185

Pearson Chi-Square
20
Likelihood Ratio
20
Linear-by-Linear
.686
1
.163
Association
N of Valid Cases
34
. .
a. 29 cells (96.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .06.
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Crosstabs
Case Processing Summary

Valid
N

HEAR·

Percent
35

ACADEMIC

N

100.0%

Cases
Missina
Percent

Total

.0%

0

Percent

N
35

100.0%

HEAR • ACADEMIC Crosstabulation
Count

HEAR

Total

Brochure
Consultant
Internet
Referral
Other

ACADEMIC
Extra help
Colleae prep
in subiect
1
10
2

Total

2

3
1
3

4

7

6
7
24

Other

1
15
7
5
7
35

Chi-Square Tests

Value
15.937a
19.697

df

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sidedf
.043
.012

8
Pearson Chi-Square
8
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
.869
1
.027
Association
35
N of Valid Cases
a. 14 cells (93.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .11.
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Crosstabs
Case Processing Summary

Valid
N
ACADEMIC·
RELATION

Percent
34

N

Cases
Missina
Percent

97.1%

1

Total
Percent

N

2.9%

35

100.0%

ACADEMIC * RELATION Crosstabulation
Count
RELATION
No chanqe

3.00
ACADEMIC

College prep
Extra help in subject
Other

2

Total

1
1
2

2

6.00

5.00
9

8

3
12

2
10

ACADEMIC * RELATION Crosstabulation
Count

ACADEMIC

College prep
Extra help in subject
Other

Total

RELATION
Much
improved
4
3
1
8

Total
23
4
7
34

Chi-Square Tests

Value
13.786a

df

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)'
.088
.052

8
Pearson Chi-Square
8
15.361
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
.927
1
.008
Association
34
N of Valid Cases
a. 12 cells (80.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .24.
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STUDENT SURVEY CROSS
TABULATIONS

Crosstabs
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Misslna
N
Percent

Valid

N
YEARS·
ARTS

Percent
57

96.6 00

2

Total
Percent

N
59

3.4°0

100.0°0

YEARS • ARTS Crosstabulation
Count
ARTS
3.00

2.00
YEARS

One year or less
Two years
Three years
Four years

Total

8

5
2

2

7

3

1

Ma be
10
6
2
1
19

500
2
3

5

YEARS • ARTS Crosstabulation
Count

6.00
YEARS

ARTS
Very likely

2

One year or less
Two years
Three years
Four years

Total

9
3
1
13

2

Total

33
19
3

2
57

Chi-Square Tests

Value
10.047a
12.261

df

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sidedl
.930
.833

18
Pearson Chi-Square
18
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
.615
.253
Association
N of Valid Cases
57
a. 25 cells (89.3~0) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .07.
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Symmetric Measures

Interval by Interval
Ordinal by Ordinal
N of Valid Cases

Pearson's R
Spearman Correlation

Value
-.067
-.112
57

Asymp.
Std. Errora
.133
.130

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
c. Based on normal approximation.

Approx. ,-b
-.500
-.838

Approx. Sig
.619c

A06c

Crosstabs
Case Processing Summary

Cases
Missina
Percent

Valid
N
VISIT * CHANGE

Percent
51

N

86.4%

8

Total
N

13.6%

Percent
59

100.0%

VISIT * CHANGE Crosstabulation

Count
CHANGE
Much less
interested
VISIT

Yes
No

2.00

1
1

Total

3.00
2

3

2

3

No chanae
9
3
12

5.00

6.00
8
3
11

14
14

VISIT * CHANGE Crosstabulation

Count

VISIT
Total

Yes
No

CHANGE
Much more
interested
7
1
8

Total
43
8
51

Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

Value
10.875a
11.897

6
6

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided).092
.064

1

.156

df

2.014

51
a. 10 cells (71.4%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .16.

Symmetric Measures

Pearson's R
Interval by Interval
Spearman Correlation
Ordinal by Ordinal
N of Valid Cases
a. Not assuming the null hypothesis.

Value
-.201
-.188
51

Asymp.
Std. Errora
.147
.131

Approx. ,.0
-1.434
-1.337

Approx. Sia.
.158c
.187c

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
c. Based on normal approximation.
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Crosstabs
Case Processing Summary

Valid
N
REFER * CURRENT

I
57 I

Percent
96.6%

N

Cases
Missino
I Percent
3.4%
2 I

Total

I

N

59 I

Percent
100.0%

REFER * CURRENT Crosstabulation
Count
CURRENT

REFER

Definitely
Probably
Probably not
Definitely not

Very negative
oDinion
1

2.00

2
3

Total

5.00

Neutral

3.00
1
1

2
2
2

4
3
5

2
10
2

2

6

12

14

REFER * CURRENT Crosstabulation
Count

REFER

Total

Definitely
Probably
Probably not
Definitely not

CURRENT
Very positive
opinion
6.00
10
4
6

Total

10

10

24

22
9
2
57

Chi-Square Tests

Value
67.984 a
48.639

df

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sidedf
.000
.000

18
Pearson Chi-Square
18
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
.000
1
12.709
Association
57
N of Valid Cases
a. 25 cells (89.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .07.
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Symmetric Measures

Interval by Interval
Ordinal by Ordinal
N of Valid Cases

Pearson's R
Spearman Correlation

Value
-.476
-.436
57

Asymp.
Std. Errora
.133
.126

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
c. Based on normal approximation.

Approx. -rb
-4.018
-3.597

Approx. Siq.
.000c
.001 c

Crosstabs
Case Processing Summary

Valid
N
VISIT·
REASON

Percent
58

N

98.3%

Cases
Missina
Percent
1

Total
Percent

N

1.7%

100.0%

59

VISIT * REASON Crosstabulation

Count

VISIT

Yes
No

Total

Colleae prep
21
7
28

REASON
Learning
Strateaies
9
1
10

ESL

Total

Other
13
3
16

4
4

43
15
58

Chi-Square Tests

Value
13.212a
12.872

df

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)'
.004
.005

Pearson Chi-Square
3
Likelihood Ratio
3
Linear-by-Linear
.829
1
.047
Association
N of Valid Cases
58
a. 4 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.03.

Symmetric Measures

Interval by Interval
Ordinal by Ordinal
N of Valid Cases

Pearson's R
Spearman Correlation

Value
.029
.015
58

Asymp.
a
Std. Error
.128
.130

Approx. i>
.215
.114

Aoorox. SiQ.
.831 c
.910c

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
c. Based on normal approximation.
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Crosstabs
Case Processing Summary

Valid

I

N
REASON * REFER

57 I

Percent
96.6%

N

Cases
Missina
I Percent
3.4%
2 I

Total

I

N

59 I

Percent
100.0%

REASON * REFER Crosstabulation

Count

REASON

College prep
Learning Strategies
ESL
Oth er

4
24

Total

not
2
2
3
2
9

8
22

Definitel not
1

Total

1
2

28
10
4
15
57

Chi-Square Tests

Value
17.301 a
15.276

df

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sidedf
.044
.084

Pearson Chi-Square
9
9
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
.057
3.622
Association
57
N of Valid Cases
a. 12 cells (75.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .14.

Symmetric Measures

Value
.254
.289
57

Asymp.
Std. Errora
.128
.123

Interval by Interval
Pearson's R
Ordinal by Ordinal
Spearman Correlation
N of Valid Cases
a. Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.

Aoorox. ,-0
1.950
2.240

Approx. Sia.

c. Based on normal approximation.
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